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Monthly RMB trade settlements continue to decline in February 2017
In February 2017, as the right chart shows, Crossborder RMB trade settlements volume amounted to
RMB286bn. This records the lowest since January
2015, accounting for 17% of Chinese cross-border
trade. Though we need to take Chinese New year
into account, it has been decreasing since
November, greatly influenced by Chinese
regulator’s capital control and currency volatility.
According to latest data from SWIFT, RMB is the
6th currency position in February with a share of
1.84% for international payment, followed by USD
(40.86%), EUR (32.00%), GBP (7.41%), JPY
(3.30%), CAD (1.89%).
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Japanese regional banks connected to CIPS
network
Japanese regional banks are coming to CrossBorder Interbank Payment System (‘CIPS’)
network as indirect participant through BTMU
(China). CIPS enables the banks to directly wire
cross border money to mainland China.
CIPS will be helpful to improve remittance speed,
reduce the cost, and provide stability of RMB
cross border payment.
It contributes to upgrade the overall quality of
customer service. Some Japanese regional
banks have indirectly participated in CIPS from
February and will start operation through its
network soon. BTMU, receiving approval from
PBOC as the first Japanese Direct Participant
bank for CIPS, is accelerating to offer this
service to support the settlement.
There are 28 banks as direct CIPS participants
and 544 indirect CIPS participants as of
February-end.
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The Cross-border Interbank Payment and Clearing
(Shanghai) Corporation Ltd regulated by PBOC
 Connect with CIPS Ltd by exclusive lines
 Open CIPS special account in PBOC
Connect with CIPS LTD through direct participants
Participants receive the same code with SWIFT




Operation time: Beijing time 9:00-20:00
(Europe is covered)
Clearing mode: RTGS Mode
Message mode:ISO20022 message

(Source) SAFE

Offshore RMB Bonds by Deal Nationality (Deals)
As of March 23th 2017
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issued their first Panda Bond. At foreign
investors’ end, Chinese regulator allowed them to hedge currency risks generated from RMB bond purchase. This
publicity seems to boost the issuance of onshore bonds in the market. On the other hand Dim Sum bonds lose
stream, just counting 9 deals, a decline of 81% compared to March 2016.
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Disclaimer
The information herein is provided for information purposes only, and is not to be used or considered as an offer or the solicitation of an offer to
sell or to buy or subscribe for securities or the making of any deposit or other financial instruments to anyone in any jurisdiction.
Neither this nor any other communication prepared by The Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ, Ltd. (collectively with its various offices and
affiliates, “BTMU”) is or should be construed as investment advice, a recommendation to enter into a particular transaction or pursue a
particular strategy, or any statement as to the likelihood that a particular transaction or strategy will be effective in light of your business
objectives or operations.
While BTMU has taken every care in preparing this document, BTMU does not guarantee or warrant its accuracy and completeness. Where
information herein is obtained or derived from any third party sources, BTMU believes such information to be reliable but has not verified it.
BTMU shall not be liable for any loss or consequences caused by reliance on any opinion or statement made in this document.
RMB products are subject to exchange rate fluctuations, which may provide both opportunities and risks. The value of RMB against other
foreign currencies fluctuates, which may result in losses in the event that customers convert the RMB funds into Hong Kong dollars or other
foreign currencies. RMB is currently not freely convertible and conversion of RMB in Hong Kong is subject to certain restrictions. Customers
should consider and understand the possible impact on their liquidity of RMB funds in advance.
Before entering into any particular transaction, you are advised to obtain such independent financial, legal, accounting and other advice as
may be appropriate under the circumstances.
In any event, any decision to enter into a transaction will be yours alone, not based on information prepared or provided by BTMU. BTMU
hereby disclaims any responsibility to you concerning the characterization or identification of terms, conditions, and legal or accounting or
other issues or risks that may arise in connection with any particular transaction or business strategy.
Note that BTMU may have issued, and may in the future issue, other reports that are inconsistent with or that reach conclusions different from
the information set forth herein. Such other reports, if any, reflect the different assumptions, views and/or analytical methods of the analysts
who prepared them, and BTMU is under no obligation to ensure that such other reports are brought to your attention.
Additionally, this report is a literary work protected by the law of copyright. No part of this report may be reproduced in any form.
The Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ, Ltd., All rights reserved. Copyright 2017

